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Gender performance as a means of political message has always been fascinating to me.
The idea of being able to put on and take off gender at will is interesting; the added layer of
power relations makes it even more intriguing. What better illustration of gender performance
than drag. Drag is all about the performance of gender, with the goal of disrupting the power
hierarchy. To me drag is an important part of gender performance because it is one which
illustrates that gender is a performance and is nothing more than culturally accepted features that
come to identify people. Surprisingly there is a large body of literature on drag queens, but very
little on drag kings. I decided to supplement what I found through literature with my own
experiences as a guest to Masque, Dayton's gay night club. These experiences are meant to help
describe another group and give more examples from a local concept. I intend to present this
information in first person sections at the beginning of some of the sections and will be followed
by a break. This is a feminist methodology used by Ronai called a layered account. Through this
paper I hope to better understand how drag performance of gender varies based on gender and
race as well as the political nature behind drag shows.
What is Drag?

Drag can be metaphorical for the suitcase full of the items needed to perform gender.
Drag has been used to describe clothes and also the physical way in which these items are carried
around. Some drag queens have described having a physical suitcase or raiding their mother' s
closet for clothes to put on to embody gender (Marenco). It is important to realize that all people
participate in some form of drag to varying degrees. Dramaturgy, a concept developed by
Goffman, can be summed up in the popular expression all the world is a stage. According to
dramaturgy all people are actors performing certain roles at certain times and in order to do so
convincingly certain props must be used. Dramaturgy can be used to help us understand how
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everyone participates in gender performance on a daily basis. In order for anyone to accurately
portray a gender they must understand the society's definition and characteristics for both
genders. In doing so they can apply characteristics to themselves and take on that role. In turn
they can also avoid characteristics which do not fit the gender role they desire to portray often in
our society these are characteristics of the "opposite" gender. However in our society we draw
lines between certain aspects. We conclude that all people with a penis are male, masculine and
sexually desire women. We also conclude that people without penises are female, feminine and
sexually desire men. What becomes defined as masculine and feminine often center around
power and often it is men who have the power. Drag becomes the hyper form of gender
performance. Madonna and Sylvester Stallone are examples of drag used in the film Adventures
in the Gender Trade. However not all drag is done by individuals who follow the flow of
conclusions, in fact drag in our society has come to refer only to those who perform hyper forms
of gender performance for the opposite sex. Some like Bambi Lake would argue that in order for
someone to be considered in drag it must be professional female impersonation by which she
means on stage not in everyday life (Marenco). For those who perform drag all aspects of the
person are used to present themselves to the audience as a specific gender. This means using
clothing, makeup, hair, gestures, and language to make themselves believable to the audience.
However for those presenting the opposite sex they force the audience to question the flow of
conclusions and force them to question the existence of a gender binary. The end result is a space
in which people are more conscious of the role of gender and perhaps are more willing to accept
different individuals with differing sexual preferences, and gender identities. There are two main
forms of drag that exist in this hyper crossing of the sex line: drag queens and drag kings. The
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rest of this paper will discuss the difference between the two and how they achieve gender
performance.
Drag Queens and Kings

Drag Queens are fairly well known throughout our society. They have been featured in
mainstream movies and television shows for example Ursula from Disney's the Little Mermaid
is modeled after Divine, a well-known drag queen. However there can be some confusion about
what a Drag Queen is. Drag Queens tend to be confused with transsexuals especially male to
female transsexuals, as well as confused with transvestites and cross dressers. Transsexuals are
people who through surgery and hormones change their sex to another sex. Male to female
transsexuals are individuals born as men and transition to be women. Transvestites and cross
dressers are similar to drag queens in that they maintain their primary sex organ, their penis, and
dress as women, however transvestites and cross dressers tend dress as women to fulfill a sexual
fetish. Drag Queens are "gay men who dress and perform as women but do not want to be
women or have women's bodies" (Taylor 115). The primary difference between drag queens and
transvestites is that drag queens perform in the traditional sense and their attire is not necessarily
to fulfill a sexual fetish. Drag queens often serve as entertainment in gay clubs and bars, in which
the drag show is often a key component of these atmospheres.
Drag kings are less known in popular mainstream culture because they "became a
widespread phenomenon in the USA only in the 1990s" (Rupp 276). Drag kings like drag
queens are often confused with a host of other identities most frequently, dykes or butch
lesbians. Dykes and butch are lesbians who take on more masculine traits in romantic
relationships. They tend to portray their gender identity by dressing and appearing more
masculine on a daily basis and in public spaces. Drag Kings can be butch or dykes, however not
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all are. Drag kings however are performers that perform masculinity for drag shows. Unlike drag
queens, being a lesbian is not necessarily a requirement for drag kings, at least the ones who
perform with the Disposable Boy Toys (DBT) troupe. Also unlike drag queens, members of DBT
identified differently as a result of participation; "25 members identified exclusively as female
when they joined DBT, only 16 did so during the interviews" (Shapiro 257). The members
instead identified as "genderqueer, female-to-male (FTM), and transgender" (Shapiro 257) and
those who still identified as female "claiming a radical femininity, described as 'chosen,' 'proud'
and 'transgressive.' Similarly a number of participants came to resist singular gender
classification and prefaced naming with if I have to choose' or 'I guess I am" (Shapiro 259).
The Drag Show
The must see attraction to Masque, the gay night club in Dayton, is the drag show. When
you enter Masque one of the most prominent features is a stage. A song comes on with one word
"diva" and you know the show is about to start. People come down from the second floor to
watch. The DJ makes an announcement and introduces the first drag queen to the stage. She
enters and lip syncs a song while dancing and circulating the room collecting tips. After she has
finished she talks to the audience and announces the next performer.
****************
The account given above is the standard procedure at Club Masque for both drag queen
and drag king shows. This was also the procedure described by Mann in his article "Drag
Queen's Use of Language and the Performance of Blurred Gender and Racial Identities." A drag
show can take many forms however. This system involves a host( ess) in drag and performers.
"The performers often strive to pass as women physically, but they have very limited linguistic
interaction with the audience. Their performances involve lip syncing the words to a song while
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dancing on stage or maneuvering through the audience to collect tips" (Mann 794). The host(ess)
makes announcements about upcoming events, introduces performers, interacts with the
audience and is the headline performer (Mann 795). Throughout the show both the hostess and
performers have specific ways of maintaining their gender performance. This is done through
speech, dress and gestures.
Drag shows are functional beyond strictly being entertainment. Drag shows are designed
to make the audience think about gender, sex and sexuality in a new way and often along a fluid
continuum rather than rigid dichotomies. Drag queens and kings have different means of
achieving this end. This is in part because of gender and the portrayal of that gender, but also as
evident by research of Rupp, Taylor and Shapiro, that the background of drag queens and kings
greatly effects how the show is put on. Rupp, Taylor and Shapiro studied two troupes, the 801
Girls, and the Disposable Boy Toys (DBT). The 801 Girls were drag queens of different racial
and ethnic backgrounds, but all were generally of a lower social class, and education (Taylor).
The DBTs were less racially and ethnically diverse, and were mostly college educated feminists.
These differences in education and income level result in some variability in the messages and
portrayal of gender between these two troops and any troupes that a research could choose.
In addition to different political messages, DBTs used a different structure. Their
performances tended to involve multiple performers on the stage at the same time. DBT is
"composed of drag kings, transgender kings and queens (transgender-identified performers,
performing masculinity or femininity), and bio-queens (women performing femininity) (Shapiro
255). They also contained story lines in their song selection which is not common in the hostess,
performer structure. The interaction with the audience also seems to be limited to a greeting at
the beginning of the show. However DBT still performed by lip syncing to recorded music. They
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often blurred gender lines by having member present in several different ways throughout the
show, by having scenes such as in which a fem would wear boxers and a king would put on a
pink scarf.
Geography and audience type also affect the type of performance of gender selected by
the performers and host(ess). For instance for his study, Mann was in a southern state conducting
the research and thus the drag queen who was the hostess performed as a southern belle and used
very specific etiquettes such as using sir and ma' am. In his study Mann also emphasized the use
of racial blurring by the hostess to accommodate for the race of the other performers.
Getting into Drag

One major and noteworthy difference between drag queens and kings is how they
become involved in drag. Rupp, Taylor and Shapiro write extensively on this difference in their
article "Drag Queens and Drag Kings: The Difference Gender Makes." In their article the focus
on the Drag Queens of 801 Cabaret and Drag King troupe Disposable Boy Toys. The way these
individuals got into drag vary greatly and often affected their relationship with drag, performance
of gender in and out of drag, and the structure and political message of the shows.
For the drag queens drag started at an early age. Many of the queens described
experiences of gender transgression by dressing up in their mother's clothes or playing with girl
toys. Many described effeminacy growing up. During their teenage years several of the queens
described dressing androgynously or wearing drag to school. Several expressed thoughts of
transitioning to be women and a few had gone as far as to take hormones or have breast implants.
Some would go through phases of dressing as a woman all the time. Many tied these experiences
to their sexual desires. Often these queens desired "straight" men or a traditional masculine
partner as opposed to an effeminate one who some would describe as a gay or flamboyant
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partner. Because of these desires and not being able to acquire a straight man, some turned to
drag to fulfill that desire.
For members of DBT, drag started as a way to relay feminist messages to the masses. For
them the idea of playing with gender came in college and from their feminist course work. As
previously discussed many of the members of DBT changed their gender identity as a result of
participating in DBT. For these drag kings, drag came as a way of joining a community of other
genderqueer individuals, and as a means of support as well as to support a political message.
This is distinctly different from drag queens. Because of their backgrounds as feminists, their
shows took on different goals and structures than the shows of drag queens.

Political Messages: Feminism and Drag
Drag shows are largely a political statement about the gender, and sexuality binaries.
They cause the audience to rethink definitions of gender all through entertainment. Drag queens
and kings have different ways of going about this. Explaining the political nature of drag shows
for drag queens is a complex issue because there is controversy innately in the discussion. Some
researchers like Tewksbury have argued that drag queens are drawn on "hegemonic gender
norms and work to reinforce normative gender identities" (Shapiro 251). Others like Rupp and
Taylor have argued that drag queens "pose a politicized challenge to beliefs about gender and
sexuality in their performances" (Shapiro 251). Both raise valid claims and this will vary based
on performance, drag queen and individual interpretation. Drag queens however do in the
performance of gender disrupt the common beliefs about gender and connections to sexuality.
************
On Saturday, November 19th I went to Masque to apply what I have read to a real drag
show. Because it was Saturday all of the performers were drag queens. I found that there were
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underlying feminist messages embedded in the drag show. Nearly all of the drag queens in the
performance took on roles as empowered women and performed songs about women taking
control. For example one performed Pink's "So What" which illustrates a strong independent
woman who breaks up with her boyfriend and confidently says that she is better off because of
terminating the relationship. Another song sounded as if it was from musical theater and was not
mainstream. It was about a woman's trip to the dentist. The drag queen indicated her "pussy"
when the song used the phrase "open wide" transforming the song into one about the vagina
dentata, a trip to the gynecologist and the medicalization of women's bodies. It elicited images of
violation with phrases like "thrust inside" to which the drag queen made pelvic thrusts. Another
important song of the night was Lady Gaga's "Born This Way" which emphasizes the
importance and strength of knowing who you are regardless of class, race, ability, or sexual
orientation. This of course is a popular song for the LGBT community, but also one with an
important message of courage in the face of adversity.
************
This experience at Masque, to me shows that while there may still be some validity to the
claim that drag queens only validate gender stereotypes I think that the choice of stereotypes
being perpetuated are feminist models of femininity, not hegemonic gender norms. Read argues
that "drag queens highlight society's stereotypes of what it means to be feminine" (Mann 794).
In case I think today's drag queens are likely to continue take on the bold individuality of the
third wave feminist. This is clearly evident by the song selections previously mentioned. Perhaps
drag queens of the past fell into hegemonic gender norms more easily from the performance
aspect prior to the gender empowerment messages of music today.
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However hegemonic gender norms can be found in other aspects of the drag show.
Barrett writes that "drag queens often are not trying to hide the fact that they are men. They are
instead using their performances as a means of playing on the irony of crossing genders" (Mann
794). The main source of evidence that drag queens do not hide the fact that they are men can be
found by the number of times drag queens reference genitalia. While genitalia is referenced
frequently, it is often done so with slang terms. For instance Suzanne uses phrases like "I
promise from the bottom of my pussy" and also when asked for a cocktail replies "I got cock and
tail that's all you need" (Mann 803). In "When the Girls Are Men: Negotiating Gender and
Sexual Dynamics in a Study of Drag Queens" Tayor and Rupp address how their roles as
researchers, women and lesbians affected their research on the drag queens of 801. They
described how power was constantly shifting between them and the drag queens. As researcher
they were able to ask the questions and had control over what to write the book, but the drag
queens as performers could call them out during the show. For instance they would be referred to
as "lesbo one and lesbo two" as well as "the pussy lickers or the professors of lesbian love"
(2123). Clearly these sorts of names diminish the power of Rup and Taylor. Another area in
which power relations were fluctuating was related to social class. On one occasion a drag queen
"deliberately burned a hole in [Rupp's] tank top (after carefully checking the label to make sure
it wasn't too expensive). It was a statement that we could buy another" (2123). Taylor and Rupp
also write "we let them do these things that we as feminist would never allow other men to do,
even as we realized, in part, expressions of male dominance. Without quite knowing it, we
accepted these actions as part of a leveling process, even though they also made us angry"
(2123). In this way drag queens can gain power over feminist that other men cannot which
supports ideas of drag queens perpetuating male dominance over women. It is also important to
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note that this is not common behavior of drag queens to women; this is likely more in response to
the close relationship formed between Taylor and Rupp as researchers and the 801 girls.
************
My first trip to Masque on ladies night was shocking to me as a feminist. The drag kings
performed mostly rap and hip hop songs which are genres which frequently degrade women
which made the show very uncomfortable for me. Though dressed and performing as men, I
knew that these were women. I was shocked at how the women in the audience responded to
their performance. The way in which they tipped was unlike anything I had seen at a drag queen
show. Women were laying down on the stage with a dollar bill in their bra and the drag kings
would retrieve it by straddling the audience member and sometimes pulling it out with their
teeth. The sexualized way the tipping was occurring was similar to what one sees in TV
portrayals of strip clubs but in reverse. Instead of male patrons tipping women and women
accepting the money in a highly sexualized way, female patrons were tipping "men" in a highly
sexualized way. It was difficult to watch because it was a twofold objectification of the female
body. I was so perturbed that during the second act I retreated to the corner of the club to watch
from a distance.
************
To me hegemonic gender norms are more prevalent in the drag king shows at Masque than in the
drag queen shows, this however was not the same for DBT.
All of the literature I have read on drag kings focuses on the troupe Disposable Boy Toys
(DBT). This troupe is made up of women of different gender and sexual identities. While the
group varied in this way it was not very racially diverse nor was it socioeconomically, or
education diverse. Most members were White, middle class, college educated feminists. Because
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of this DBT cannot and should not be thought to be reprehensive of all drag kings. However due
to the fact that drag kings only became popular in the 1990s and even in the early 2000 there
were few drag kings, DBT is common in the literature and a major influence for today's troupes ..
Some drag kings and troupes also do not encounter the same issues of reinforcing patriarchy as
drag queens in part because of the feminist background of the DBT and from learning from the
mistakes of drag queens. Lesbians are largely omitted from the LGBT community as well as a
lack of camp culture for lesbians has also made drag kings unique from drag queens. DBT was
able to address many issues during their shows ranging from sexism to body size. Like drag
queens, the drag kings in DBT worked to critique binary categories of gender, and sexuality. The
following is an example given in Shapiro's article which illustrates the blurring of gender
identities.
"Eight performers dressed as cheerleaders stepped on stage and began lip synching to
female vocals from the popular 1980s song "Hey Mickey." Performers doing classic
cheerleading moves included "women" with facial hair, "men" in outfits that revealed
breasts, butch women, effeminate men, and a range of other genders. By the end of the
song, the conventionally feminine-appearing performers revealed that they were wearing
boy's under wear stuffed with socks to mimic male genitalia, and the masculineappearing performers were flirting with each other. This typical DBT drag number, with
its performance of multiple counterhegemonic genders, suggests a complex relationship
between lived and performed gender. The number made an explicit effort to portray a
wide range of genders that were incongruent with both the performers' gender identities
and their bodies" (Rupp 256).
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It is clear based on the example from Shapiro and my first encounter with drag kings that there is
a great deal of variety in the ways drag kings perform and address political messages which
clearly warrants further research. The issue of race is also prevalent in the two examples.

Racial Blurring
During visits to Masque I have viewed several drag shows and during each Black
performers will typically perform songs by Beyond~, Rihanna, Nicki Minaj and other prominent
Black female artists. The White performers have more flexibility as they can perform songs by
both White and Black artists however most perform songs by White artists. In my trips I have
only ever seen one song that was performed by a person of a different race of the original and
that was "Jai Ho" from Slumdog Millionaire. It was performed by a White drag queen. However
the audience for these night performances (Wednesday, Friday and Saturday) are mostly White
and a mix of LGBT and heterosexuals of varying ages often a handful from the University of
Dayton. One of the most shocking features to my one Tuesday night visits, besides the all drag
king show, was that the club goers were mostly African American lesbians. The music selections
were less varied on Tuesday and were limited to rap and hip hop. All performers regardless of
race maintained these musical selections. This was a distinct difference that could be explained
in two ways: a change in demographic audience members, or performance of hyper masculinity
taken on by drag kings required hyper masculine music found in the rap and hip hop genres.
Drag kings at Masque also look the part of hyper masculine hip hop and rap performers, using
ball caps, baggy pants, and chain necklaces. These are typical markers of lower class people of
color predominantly African Americans in the inner city. This defiantly blurred racial lines as
most of the performers were White.

************
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During drag shows race can also be viewed as blurred. This is one area that is not widely
examined because of the overwhelming message of drag is gender and sexuality. Often through
spoken words through the audience and through song selection and clothing choices drag can
also blur racial lines. For some this is an important mission and is done intentionally and others it
is done by allowing individual performers to make decisions about how they appear on stage and
what song they select.
Mann's article describes the hostess's speech as blurring racial identities. In focusing on
the interaction with the audience he was able to pick out points where the hostess switched styles
of speaking throughout the performance. He pointed out several examples such as the use of the
word honey, and phrases like "my good girlfriend," "fixin' to take care of business" as well as
pronunciation of certain words. He also theorized that this was in part to accommodate for the
other performers, by adopting these few words, phrases, and speech patterns, the hostess was
able to confirm to the audience that she could perform with an entirely African American group.
The use of these phrases in some cases also played into her character as a southern belle, phrases
like honey and using in' instead of ing. The ability to switch "from one language variety to
another in order to perform individual aspects of her identity: race, gender or sexuality," is
socially significant (Mann 794). In Taylor and Rupp's article race was also part of gender
performance. For some it was a matter of selecting their stage name for example Sushi is an
Asian American and Inga is often referred to as the Swedish bombshell. Milla, though Italian
American is "often taken on stage for African American, and she describes herself as a white
gay man trapped in a black woman's body" (2118).
DBT was critiqued for not being able or willing to address masculinity of other racial
groups. DBT was made up of "23 identifying as white, 1 as Black, 1 as Asian/Pacific Islander,
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and 3 as multiracial" (Shapiro 253). Shapiro's article discusses how despite participants of
color's requests to do perform their racial identities they were encouraged to participate in large
group numbers rather than perform a number individually. Often the focus remained on White
heterosexual masculinity. The Asian/Pacific Islander said when recalling first joining DBT "they
wanted to perform was a certain kind of masculinity, that it was racialized; it was a western
masculinity. I remember being told my very first practice don't move your hips so much I grew
up around men who always knew how to move their hips" (Shapiro 261). This appears to be a
problem unique to this particular troupe because of doing acts with multiple people and was one
of the factors the caused the group to disband; however it does present some insight into issues
of race in drag troupes. At some level all drag shows, actors, and people in general have to
decide how they portray themselves in terms of race and gender.
Intersectionality shows that we cannot separate our experiences into separate categories
of race and gender, yet at some level when discussing drag this intersectionality can be broken.
The question of whether it should is one for individuals. In the instance described in DBTs the
individual did not have the ability to perform gender in a way which aligned with race and was
forced to ignore the intersectionality. When it comes to performing a believable presentation of
gender for people of color race can be necessary in ways that it may not be for Whites. The
audience's intersectionality also affects the performance. Using the example from DBTs as an
example White audience members may not have believed the performance of masculinity with
more hips because a White masculinity is their model.
Conclusion
Drag queens and drag kings differ in many ways, but both work to the same goals of
gender and sexual equality. While each drag troupe and performer differs in performance style

